ATS Child Status Legend

ATS uses a combination of symbols and colored circles to indicate different past and future statuses. The circle color paired with the symbol inside provide information about the child’s status at any point on a specific day.

Check the legend at the bottom of the screen for the meaning of each color and symbol.

- **CCCAP Authorized** — Green dot indicates the provider has a valid fiscal agreement and the child has valid authorization for a specific day.
- **CCCAP Not Authorized** — Orange dot indicates the child does not have a valid CCCAP authorization for a specific day.
- **Private Pay** — Grey dot indicates the child is only private pay.
- **Care Not Offered** — Blue dot indicates reported days of closure that will automatically eliminate all payments, including absences.
- **Parent Rejected** — Red dot with exclamation point indicates a parent has rejected a check-in/out that the provider or ATS-night batch has recorded.
- **Create Transaction** — White dot indicates the previous days (up to nine calendar days) for which the provider can enter a transaction.
- **Attended** — Checkmark paired with any color signifies the child attended childcare at any point on a specific day.
- **Did not attend** — X paired with any color indicates the child was scheduled but did not attend childcare on a specific day.
- **Action Needed** — Exclamation point paired with any other color indicates that an action is needed because a check-in/out was created by the provider and the parent has not yet approved it.